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 OASIS Specification 

Lifecycle stages 

 Committee Specification 

Draft  

 …<<intermediate 

levels>>…  

 OASIS Standard (+ 

Errata) 

 OASIS Specifications 

are “published” at all 

stages 

 Currently, 89 OASIS 

Standards 

 

http://www.oasis-open.org/standards#opendocumentv1.2 



Sample OASIS Standards Assets  

http://www.oasis-open.org/standards#opendocumentv1.2 



http://docs.oasis-open.org/office/v1.2/ 



OASIS Metadata Project 

 Goal is to support OASIS standards operations 
 Management and publication of OASIS standards 

work products (specs, XSDs, WSDLs etc.) 

 Bibliographic purpose rather than semantic reuse 

 Schedule 
 Internal metadata model is under development 

 Implementation and testing in 2H 2012 

 In production for Web Publishing and RDF/XML 
export by early 2013 

 Contact is Robin Cover, Information Architect 

 ADMS alignment considered in this context 
 



OASIS ADMS Review Findings 

 ADMS is a huge project 

 ADMS is more likely to succeed than similar 
previous efforts 

 ADMS conceptual model and exchange 
protocol are a work in progress 

 Ongoing productive dialog on specific mapping 
aspects  

 ADMS will benefit from further prototyping and 
experimental use 

 Third-party SSOs/SDOs may need clearer 
justification for the ADMS business case 



OASIS Conclusions 

 OASIS will not participate in “first wave” due to 

lack of resources  

 OASIS will continue the constructive dialog and 

will explain its requirements  

 OASIS will attempt to keep its internal 

conceptual model aligned with ADMS 

 OASIS may support ADMS XML/RDF export in 

a “second wave” 

 OASIS thinks ADMS itself would benefit from 

being standardized 

 



ADMS Standardization 

 “Sustainability” of e-Government 
solutions and role of standards bodies is 
a hot topic … 

 

 It is recommended to start addressing 
standardization well before the end of the 
project 

 Late (or no) involvement of standards bodies 
may result in limited uptake beyond the 
initial user community 

 



Closing Notes 

 OASIS acknowledges the difficulty of the 

task ADMS is addressing 

 Intellectually and politically 

 OASIS appreciates the excellent work in 

the project so far 

 OASIS thanks the leadership for making 

OASIS' participation possible at an early 

stage 

 


